DOVS
Clinical Feedback System
multiple sessions within a day
Awaiting Assessment screen
No changes– click on any row of group for required student/day to start marking a session
Awaiting Assessment screen

Click ‘Assess Selected’ button, here all five tests will be automatically grouped for assessment – as previously
Assess Multiple Consultations screen

Only change is the option checkbox at the top of each tabbed pane allowing a consultation to be de-selected from the session assessment (by default all consultations are selected initially).

As previously all consultations awaiting assessment (regardless of nominated supervisor) by that student at that clinic on that day will be grouped together here.
Assess Multiple Consultations screen

Here the consultation for ‘test three’ has been de-selected so it will not be assessed in this session. ‘test four’ is also going to be de-selected.

For this example this is to allow different grades for different consultations to be awarded, another reason would be to allow nominated supervisors to only assess their consultations where a student has had multiple supervisors in a day.
Consultations Assessed screen

After completing the assessment as normal, view is switched to this screen showing that ‘test one’, ‘test two’ and ‘test five’ have been assessed as a group.
Awaiting Assessment screen
‘test three’ and ‘test four’ are still awaiting assessment as required
Awaiting Assessment screen

After clicking on ‘test three’ row and ‘Assess Selected’ button the system detects the previous assessment session for this student at this clinic on this day and so offers the option of adding the unmarked consultations to the existing session or starting a new session. Clicking on ‘Don’t Know’ button will cancel selection and return user to the initial ‘Awaiting Assessment’ screen appearance.

‘Start New Session’ button is clicked. Both ‘test three’ and ‘test four’ will be grouped for assessment.
Consultations Assessed screen

During assessment ‘test four’ was de-selected so that ‘test three’ could be marked alone and red-flagged
Awaiting Assessment screen

That leaves ‘test four’ still to be assessed
Awaiting Assessment screen

After clicking on ‘test four’ row and ‘Assess Selected’ button the system detects the two previous assessment sessions for this student at this clinic on this day and so offers the option of adding the unmarked consultations to one of the displayed existing sessions or starting a new session. ‘Start New Session’ button is clicked.
Consultations Assessed screen
‘test four’ was assessed as excellent
Later that day two more consultations have been completed that require assessing.
Awaiting Assessment screen

After clicking on ‘test six’ row and ‘Assess Selected’ button the system detects the previous assessment sessions for this student at this clinic on this day and so offers the option of adding the unmarked consultations to one of the existing sessions displayed in a list or starting a new session.
Awaiting Assessment screen

As these two consultations were deemed to merit a ‘satisfactory’ grading they can be added to the first session. Clicking any row of the first session will cause all rows of that session to be highlighted.
Awaiting Assessment screen

‘Add To Existing Session’ button is clicked
Add Consultations To Session screen
‘test seven’ and ‘test six’ appear grouped with the other consultations from that session
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Add Consultations To Session screen

As they are already part of this session ‘test one’, ‘test two’ and ‘test five’ can not be de-selected
Consultations Assessed screen

The last two consultations have been graded grouped with ‘test one’, ‘test two’ and ‘test five’
Consultations Assessed screen

...this means if one consultation is selected for editing...
Edit Assessment screen

...all consultations of that session will be edited together